
Disclaimer
We are going to be talking about relationships and 
all that that includes.  It is possible that sensitive 
topics may come up.  We hope to create a space 

where everyone is respectful and comfortable, but 
if at any time you feel uncomfortable, please feel 
free to leave.  It should also be said that we are 
NOT experts but sharing information we have 

gathered from personal experiences and working 
with other youth and young adults.  

This is the definition of a session by youth, for 
youth. 



Healthy 
Relationships
TYPES OF RELATIONSHIPS



Family Who
✔ Blood relation
✔ Those who care for us
✔ Close, long-term friends
✔ People define this differently!

Roles
✔ Can have a power imbalance
✔ Often rules are set

Appropriate Behavior
✔ Open communication
✔ Respect for authority
✔ Respect for autonomy
✔ Some physical affection

Barriers
✔ Social stigma
✔ Not equal
✔ Perspectives & Beliefs



Friend Who
✔ People we have fun with
✔ People we choose to be around
✔ Someone we share common interests with

Roles
✔ Level playing field
✔ Different friends = different conversations

◦ What are your shared interests?

Appropriate Behavior
✔ Some physical affection
✔ Respect of ideas and feelings
✔ Compromise in activities
✔ Mutual support

Barriers
✔ Romantic feelings (FRIEND-ZONED!!)
✔ Perspectives & Beliefs
✔ Social Stigma
✔ Socioeconomic Status (Money & Mobility)



Professional
Who
✔ Teachers
✔ Boss
✔ Co-worker
✔ Support staff
✔ We do not choose these people

Roles
✔ Different levels of power
✔ Clear structure and rules

Appropriate Behavior
✔ Little to no physical contact
✔ Respectful language
✔ Often more formal

Barriers
✔ Stigma (societal, cultural, mental health)
✔ Perspective & Belief 
✔ Boundaries  (Romantic & Friendship)
✔ Money & Value
✔ Personal Life
✔ Culture & Language



Romantic
Who
✔ Someone you enjoy spending time with
✔ Gives you “butterflies”

Roles
✔ Mutual respect and caring (equity)

Appropriate Behavior
✔ Open communication
✔ Can have more physical contact
✔ Both define this – there is nothing you 

MUST do

Barriers
✔ Socioeconomic Status (Money & Mobility)
✔ Social Stigma
✔ Family
✔ Self Confidence/Fear of Rejection 
✔ Trauma
✔ Boundaries/Lack of
✔ Sexual Health



Advice for all 
relationships
✔You are always in control of 

yourself within a relationship

✔Respect personal space

✔ Communication is Key

✔Establish boundaries and 
respect them

✔Everyone should feel 
comfortable

✔Be honest!

VIDEO

https://youtu.be/UB9anEZx9LU


Developing relationships
✔All relationships have some sort of “rules”

✔Get to know someone, and check in about what is or 
isn’t working

✔Sometimes relationships grow, change, and even go 
away

✔Communication is KEY (Talking and Listening)



When adult 
supervision is 

and is NOT 
needed

✔Exploring different 
relationships is normal 
and appropriate

✔Be advisors, not 
dictators

✔We all experience some 
level of sadness in 
relationships
✔ Are we being safe? Can we 

get out of bad situations?



Healthy or Unhealthy
VIEWER PARTICIPATION!



The 
Assertive 

One

 One friend usually 
decides when, where, 

and what they do 
together. The other 

friend says they don’t 
like making decisions 
and is fine with this.



Best Partner 
Ever? 

 A guy walks his partner to school every 
morning, meets them for lunch every 
day, and picks them up to walk them 
home at the end of each afternoon.



Shared 
Passwords

 A couple has an 
agreement that they 
won’t put passwords 
on their phones and 

can check each 
other’s texts and 

social media 
accounts whenever 

they feel like it.
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What if you are experiencing 
an unhealthy relationship?



Tip Sheet
 LET’S DISCUSS HOW WE CAN WORK AS A TEAM 

TO BUILD HAPPY, HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS!


